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This new detailed guide to learning the skills and techniques of drawing modern fashion and figure

is also a rich reference source for a broad range of modern garments and accessories. Extensively

illustrated, this introduction teaches by example, the power of drawing as a means of

communication and expression and strives to show students how to perceive things in order to be

able to draw them correctly. The first section is dedicated to drawing the human figure, while the

second portion deals with how to draw a wide range of modern garments and accessories and the

types of techniques used to render them convincingly and elegantly in different fabric designs and

textures. This volume offers a complete presentation of proportions of the croquis, draping the

figure, accessories, flats, and features an encyclopedia of details, how to draw textiles and real

clothes, the art of illustration, and computers and fashion drawing. For designers, fashion

professionals, teachers and students of fashion.
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This new detailed guide to learning the skills and techniques of drawing modern fashion and figure

is also a rich reference source for a broad range of modern garments and accessories. Extensively

illustrated, this introduction teaches by example, the power of drawing as a means of

communication and expression and strives to show students how to perceive things in order to be

able to draw them correctly. The first section is dedicated to drawing the human figure, while the

second portion deals with how to draw a wide range of modern garments and accessories and the

types of techniques used to render them convincingly and elegantly in different fabric designs and



textures. This volume offers a complete presentation of proportions of the croquis, draping the

figure, accessories, flats, and features an encyclopedia of details, how to draw textiles and real

clothes, the art of illustration, and computers and fashion drawing. For designers, fashion

professionals, teachers and students of fashion.

I don't see where this book would ever fall so short as some students assert in their comments here.

As someone who has worked retail and watched fashion through the years, I was happy to see so

many comprehensive illustrations of every particle of clothing imaginable provided here,( i.e, female,

male and children) including hair, shoes, fabric and accessories. I can't comprehend anyone at any

level not needing to use this book as a reference, no matter their experience. Designers needing to

refresh their ideas would be wise to thumb through this tome for a lost clue from time to time. I'm

giving this book 5 stars because it's practicable and sometimes in a world of attitudes such as found

in fashion, we need that.

Love it! Informative and fun. Looking forward to finally learning to draw fashion!

I used to use the first edition 9 heads - and I loved it. So I bought the 3rd edition to get an updated

one with the menswear and kidswear. There is much more women's wear than mens and kids, with

only one chapter on mens and one chapter on kids. However, they have flat, croquis, and details

page for each.There is a larger expansion on how to draw the figure, head, hands, and feet. It also

expands more on drawing clothing on the croquis.I would reccomend this for any fashion student,

as I am one, or anyone wanting to be a student.I ordered this with  Prime and got it within 3 days.

My daughter is a Fashion Design student and I order this book for her. She was so excited when it

came. Using this book she is going to show me a few tricks with designing. Again, I am so glad to

be a member of  Prime. Thank you for offering such great products.

Great intro for fashion illustration. If you're interested in fashion, this is the industry standard.

Great learning tool!

I am currently attending college for fashion design. My fashion illustration class requires this book,

so I bought it. I really did not want to pay full price for this book so I purchased a used one. This



book arrived before the estimated delivery date, which was a plus and it was also in great condition.

I highly recommend this book.

I used this book for my fashion illustration classes. It really helped me on drawing bodies in different

positions and how clothes fit on a moving body.
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